
 

 

 

Abstract— Cutting system of the face-milling process of hypoid 

gears includes the inside and outside blade. Pressure angles of the 

tooth cutting edges of the inside and outside blades are not equal to 

the convex and concave sides flank angles of the hypoid gear teeth 

due to the presence of rake face, which is essential for efficient metal 

cutting. The accurate selection of the pressure angle results in the 

precise machining of the gear teeth, and reduces the experimental 

iterations for the selection of appropriate inside and outside blades. 

In this research, parametric model of an accurate blade is built for the 

face-milling of the hypoid gears, cutting surfaces of inside and 

outside blades are generated, by assembling the blade models in 

industrial cutter head and revolving it around the cutter rotation axis. 

Using the local synthesis method, the cutter geometry determination 

is performed for the given parameters of the hypoid gear.  

 

Keywords— face-millig, hypoid gear, accurate blade, pressure 

angle.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

ACE-milling process of hypoid gears is frequently used in 

the gear cutting industry, due to its productivity and 

availability of high-speed CNC machines. A Cutting system in 

the CNC face-milling machine consists of a cutter head 

containing the inside and outside blades arranged in a circular 

pattern. Hypoid gear tooth surface is the compliment copy of 

sweep surface formed by revolving the tooth cutting and top 

cutting edges of the inside and outside blades, about the 

rotation axis of the cutter, when the cutter head is arranged 

tangent to the root cone of the hypoid gear in the machine [1], 

[2]. 

In Reference [3], [4] researchers developed the 

mathematical models of the tooth surfaces, machined by the 

different circular cutters with different profiles, this model can 

be applied for the different manufacturing methods of the 
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hypoid and bevel gear. Litvin [5], [6] presented the 

mathematical model for the evaluation of the machine setting 

of the gear and its conjugate pinion. It was assumed that the 

blade or grinder profile angles are same as that of the gear 

flank angles at the specified mean point. In [7]-[9], Litvin 

established the computer-aided design, manufacturing and 

simulation system for the meshing and contact analysis of the 

gear pair using the parabolic transmission for local contact 

conditions. Stadtfeld [10] developed an experimental setup to 

produce a motion graph, which provides the on-line 

corrections for the CNC machining of the hypoid gear tooth. 

Argyris and Fuentes [11], [12] worked on the computer-aided 

local synthesis and simulation of meshing of the gear tooth 

surfaces generated by the curved profile cutter system; they 

also performed the FEA analysis to measure the performance 

of the gear meshing. In another research, [13]-[15] authors 

modified the blade profile and machine settings to generate the 

tooth surface for the favorable meshing conditions. Some 

researchers [16]-[20] considered the industrial blade design 

and presented the mathematical and simulation model of the 

face-hobbing process using Universal Hypoid Gear Generator. 

Artoni [21] determined the machine settings for the modified 

concave tooth flanks of hypoid gears, finished by the 

conjugated grinding wheel. Shih, Simon and Fan [22]-[24] 

presented the corrections in gear teeth flank by taking the 

advantage of 6-axis CNC hypoid generating machines.  

The gear tooth surface machined by the face-milling process 

is the copy of cutting surface, which is formed by revolving the 

tooth cutting edges of the inside and outside blades about the 

cutter rotation axis. In the previous research, cutting surface is 

formed by revolving tooth cutting edges of the simplified 

inside and outside blade models, about the cutter axis.  

The existing CAD methods of hypoid gears use simplified 

blade models. The previous blade model [1-9] is called here 

simplified, since the rake, relief and hook angles are neglected, 

and it is assumed that the side cutting edge of the cutter blade 

lay on the normal plane of the cutter passing through the 

rotation axis of the cutter as shown in the Fig. 1. This 

assumption ignores the existence of rake plane in the blade, 

which is actually present for the efficient metal cutting [25]. 

Therefore, it results in large errors between the machined 

hypoid gears and the CAD model. This problem is primarily 

addressed in this research, where, accurate parametric models 

of the inside and outside blades are developed and assembled 

in the cutting system. For the given geometry of hypoid gear, 
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an accurate model of the cutting system is used to precisely 

calculate the cutter geometry parameters such as average cutter 

radius and pressure angles of inside and outside blade. 

Whereas, the blade parameters such as; rake, relief and 

clearance angles are assumed to be known by the blade 

manufacturer data. The rake and the relief angles of the blade 

can be calculated prior to use this algorithm, using the cutting 

force or FEA simulation results, which is not the scope of this 

research. 

 

Fig. 1 Simplified blade model 

 

This paper consists of the five sections. In next section, 

given parameter of the gear tooth geometry and determination 

of mean point is discussed. In Section III, accurate models of 

the tooth cutting edge is developed, which is assembled in the 

cutting system, and enveloped surface of the cutting system is 

generate. Section IV addresses the determination of cutter 

radius and the pressure angle of tooth cutting edge, whereas, 

section V concludes the research with one numerical example.  

II. GEAR GEOMETRY 

There are several parameters which defined the geometry of 

the hypoid gears, these parameters are listed in AGMA 

standard [26] with their formulation. To determine the cutter 

geometry, key parameters of hypoid gear blank and tooth 

profile are evaluated using the AGMA standards [26]. Based 

on these parameters the gear geometries are constructed using 

the CAD techniques, thus, the designed parameters are 

available for the face-milling of hypoid gears.  

A.  Hypoid Gear Blank Geometry 

A gear blank is defined using a coordinate system 

w w w wX Y Z    , which is attached with the center face of the 

gear blank, having the 
wX  axis along the gear rotation axis, 

where 
w wY Z  plane lies on the face of the blank. The 

parameters, which define the gear blank geometry are; root 

cone angle “
r ”, dedendum angle “

G ”, face cone angle 

“ f ”, root to pitch apex distance “
1A ”, root to blank center 

“
wA ” and face width “ F ”. Whereas, the teeth profile 

parameters are; root spiral angle “
r ”, flank angles of the 

convex and concave sides of the teeth “ i

G
  and o

G
 ”, 

addendum “
Ga ” and dedendum “

Gb ” at the middle of face 

width, addendum “aoG” and dedendum “boG”” at the heel  and 

point width “
wP ”. The gear blank parameters are shown in Fig. 

2. A point “N” is located along the pitch cone generatrix of the 

blank, it lies at a distance of mean length “
pL ” from the pitch 

cone apex. Taking the point “N” as mid-point, the face width 

“ F ” of the gear teeth is drawn along the pitch cone generatrix. 

A normal line to the root cone generatrix, passing through the 

point “N” is drawn, along which, a point “M” is taken at a 

height of “
Mh ” from the root cone generatrix. According to the 

AGMA standard, height “
Mh ” is the average of gear and 

pinion dedendums at the middle of face width. 

 

Fig. 2 Parameters of hypoid gear blank 

B. Teeth Profile of Hypoid Gear 

The mean point “M” is given to represent the geometry of 

gear teeth profile. It is defined using a plane “” passing 

through the points “M” and “
r ”, tangent to the root cone, 

and has normal direction, making an angle of “
r ” with the 

root cone generatrix as shown in the Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Gear tooth profile on the root cone of the hypoid gear 
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A coordinate system 
g g g gX Y Z    , is set-up such that the 

origin 
g  coincides with the point “

r ”,  whereas, 
gX  axis is 

along the line of gO M  and points downwards, the 
gY  axis is 

normal to the plane “” and making an angle of “
r ” with the 

generatrix.  
gZ  axis can be allocated using the right hand rule. 

The tooth profile’s root 
i oR R  coincides with the 

gZ  axis, such 

that 
g  lies is in the middle of 

i oR R and is equal to the point 

width “
wP ” as shown in the Fig. 4. Projections “

i ” and 

“
o ” of the mean point M in the 

g gX Z  plane are taken on the 

convex and concave sides of flanks. At these points, the 

maximum curvature along the radial direction of the tooth are 

taken as “
max

i ” and “
max

o ”. Gear teeth flanks of the convex 

and concave sides are drawn from the points 
iR  and 

oR  

making flank angle of i

G  and o

G  respectively.  

 

Fig. 4 Cross section of a hypoid gear tooth 

C. Local Synthesis between gear and cutter 

To determine the cutter geometer parameters, the local 

synthesis between the gear and the cutter is employed. It 

relates the surface parameters of two tangent surfaces.  In case 

of face-milling process, a sweep envelope is formed, by 

revolving the top and tooth cutting edges of the inside and 

outside blades about the cutter rotation axis. This cutting 

surface is compliment to the gear teeth surface due to the 

nature of face-milling process [1]. For the face-milling process 

it can be concluded that the cutting surface geometry should 

satisfy the gear teeth profile geometry at the specified 

projections of the mean point (
i and

o ), i.e. the cross 

section of the cutter envelope surface must be same as that of 

the gear teeth profile. Therefore, it can be stated that the 

principal curvature of the gear tooth ( i

G and o

G ) and the gear 

flank angles ( i

G and o

G ) at the points Mi and Mo can be used 

to determine the cutting surface geometry. 

III. CUTTING SURFACES 

A face-milling cutter of hypoid gears consists of a disk type 

cutter head and HSS or carbide stick type blades. These blades 

are grouped as inside and outside blades assembled in the 

cutter head in a radial pattern around the cutter rotation axis. 

During the face-milling process, a hypoid gear tooth is 

machined by the top and side cutting edges of the blades, 

rotating around the cutter axis. In this research, the envelope 

formed by the rotating blades is called cutting surface of the 

cutter.  

Using simplified blade models in the previous researches [1-

9], the cutter system parameters were determined using the 

direct local synthesis, which relates the pressure angle of the 

blades equals to the flank angles of the gear teeth. Whereas, 

due to the complicated nature of cutting surface formed by the 

accurate blade model and cutter system parameters, the 

parameters cannot be determined directly. This point can also 

be validated using the fact that when the tooth cutting edge of 

the simplified blade model with rake face is revolved about the 

cutter axis, it forms a cone, whereas, if the tooth cutting edge 

of accurate blade model is revolved about the axis, it forms a 

hyperboloid. Therefore, accurate models of inside and outside 

tooth cutting edges are developed. 

A. Mathematical Representation of Tooth Cutting Edge 

To define the mathematical representation of the tooth 

cutting edge, consider a rectangular stock of an inside blade 

with dimensions of length “ i

ls ”, width “ i

ws ” and height “ i

hs ”, 

as shown in the Fig 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Stock of inside blade 

This stock can be divided into two sections; 1) shank section 

and 2) cutting section. A plane “” is considered along the 

length and width of the stock, at a height of “ i

hc ” from the 

bottom face. Intersection between the plane “” and blade 

solid stock forms a face ABCD as shown in the Fig. 5. A point 

“E” is taken along the line AB , at a distance of “ i

lc ” from point 

B, the line EB  defines the length of the cutting section. A 

point i

bO  is placed on the line BC  such that the line 

i

bEO makes an angle equals to the pressure angle of the tooth 

cutting edge “ i

tcp ” with the line AB . Another point F on the 

line BC  defines the length of top cutting edge “ i

twc ”. A point 

G on the line CD  specifies the pressure angle of the clearance 

edge “
i

cp ”, that is the angle between the line FG  and CD . 
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Referring Fig. 6, taking i

b  as an origin of inside blade 

coordinate system i i i i

b b b bX Y Z    , i

bY axis is taken 

perpendicular to the face ABCD, where, the  i

bZ axis is along 

the line BC . The direction of i

bX axis can be determined using 

right hand rule. Unit vector along the line i

bEO is given by; 

 

 

i

b

cos

EO 0

sin

i

tcp

i

tcp





 
 

  
 
  

        

(1) 

 

Fig. 6 Accurate model of inside blade 

Hook angle “ i

h ” is defined by a line i

bH  in i i

b bX Y plane, 

making an angle of 180 i

h , with the i

bX axis. The unit 

vector along the line i

bH is represented as; 

 

 

i

h

i i

b h

cos

O H sin

0





 
 
  
 
 
 

        

(2) 

Another line i

b I is drawn in the i i

b bY Z plan, making an 

angle of 180 i

r  with the i

bZ axis. Angle “ i

r ” defines the 

rake angle of the blade. Therefore, the unit vector along the 

line i

bI is given by; 

 

 

i i

b r

i

r

0

O I sin

cos





 
 
  
 
 
 

         

(3) 

Unit vectors along the lines i

bH and i

bI forms the rake 

face of the blade as shown in the Fig. 6. Therefore, the unit 

vector “ i

rn ” normal to the rake face is given by; 

   

   

   

i i

r h

i i

r h

i i

r h

cos sin

cos cos

sin cos

i i i

r b bI H

 

 

 

  
 
     
 
  
 

n

    

(4) 

Using the vectors i

bEO , i

bH , i

bI and i

rn , tooth cutting 

edge of the inside blade is defined, which is the projection of 

line i

bE on the rake face along the i

bY axis. The parametric 

equation of the tooth cutting edge is given by; 

     

           

     

i i

r h
1

i i i i

2 r h r h

i i3
r h

cos cos cos

sin cos sin cos sin cos

cos cos sin

i
i

tcp

i
i i i

i i tcp tcp

i
i

tcp

e

CE l e l

e

  

     

  

      
              
      

 

(5) 

Where, “li” be the parameter of tooth cutting edge and 

bounded with the range      i i i i

l r h tcp0, cos cos cosil c       
  

. 

Similarly the parametric formulation of top cutting edge and 

clearance cutting edge can also be constructed considering the 

respective clearance angles. The outside blade of the cutting 

system is symmetrical as that of the inside blade. To determine 

the mathematical representation of tooth cutting edge of the 

outside blade, a coordinate system o o o o

b b b bX Y Z     is 

considered on the outside blade as shown in the Fig. 7.  

As the unit vector along the vector along the tooth cutting 

edge of the inside blade is derived, the unit vector along the 

tooth cutting edge of the outside blade is represented by; 

     

           

     

1

2

3

cos cos cos

sin cos sin cos sin cos

cos cos sin

o o o
i r h tcp

o
i o o o o o o

o o r h tcp r h tcp

i
o o o

r h tcp

e

CE l e l

e

  

     

  

      
              
       

 

(6) 

where, “lo” be the parameter of tooth cutting edge and 

bounded with the range      l r h tcp0, cos cos coso o o o

ol c       
  

. 

 

Fig. 7 Accurate model of outside blade 

B. Mathematical Representation of Cutting Surfaces 

For the face-milling of hypoid gears, a cutting system 

contain group of one inside and one outside blade which 

should be precisely set up in slots of the cutter head around its 

axis in pattern. To define the cutter system geometry, a 

coordinate system ch ch ch chX Y Z     is established on the 

cutter head face with its origin at the face center as shown in 

the Fig. 8. The 
chX axis coincides with the rotation axis of the 

cutter head. The cutter head contains numbers of slots for the 

inside and outside blades in a radial pattern, such that the 

inside blade tip velocity is normal to the plane formed by the 
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length and width of the blade. The central angle between the 

inside and the outside slots of a group are “
1 ”, whereas, the 

central angle between the outside blades of one group to the 

inside blades of another group is “
2 ”. The tip point of the 

blades lies at a height of “ bh ” from the cutter head as shown in 

the top view of the Fig. 8. The tips of the inside blade “ i

bO ” 

and outside blade “ o

bO ” have radial distances of ac w1 2R P   

and ac w1 2R P   respectively, where, “ acR ” is called the 

average radius of the cutter. The distance between the inside 

and outside blade tips along the cutter radius is called point 

width “ wP ”.  

Using the relationship between the cutter head and blades 

coordinate system (Fig. 8), the cutting surfaces formed by the 

revolving inside and outside blades about the cutter rotation 

axis is represented in generalized form as; 

 
b

CS , cos sin sin

sin cos cos

k k
CS k 1

k k k k k
k k CS 2 k k 3 k k 4 k

k k k k
CS 2 k k 3 k k 4 k

X l e h

l Y e l e l e

Z e l e l e

   

  

    
   

           
   

            

   

(7) 

Where, “k” can be taken as “i” or “o” for inside or outside 

blade respectively, i
4 ac w1 2e R P  

 

and o
4 ac w1 2e R P   . 

Whereas, the parameter “ k ” is the rotation angle about the 

parameter about the chX axis in the range of  0,2  . 

 

 

Fig. 8 Relationship between the cutter head and the blades coordinate 

systems 

C. Geometric characteristics of the cutting surface 

Geometric characteristics of inside and outside cutting 

surfaces can be represented with the cutting surface profile 

(hyperboloid in case of accurate blade model) on any axial 

cross-section. The ch chX Z plane cuts through the cutting 

surface as shown in the Fig. 9.  

The profiles of inside and outside cutting surface are given 

by the angle;  

tan
k
2 k

k k k
3 4

e l

e e







            

(8) 

 

Fig. 9 Cutting surface profile of inside and outside blades 

The cutting surface profile on the ch chX Z  plane is shown in 

the Fig. 10, where at the same height “hM”, the mean point 

“M” is determined. The projections of the mean point Mi and 

Mo are taken on the cutting surface profile same as it was taken 

on the gear tooth profile.  

 

The angle subtended by the tangents on the cutting surface 

profile with the line parallel to the chX axis is called profile 

tangent angle and is given by; 

  CS

CS

tan
k

k k
c k

k

dZ dl
a

dX dl


         

(9) 

Where, k
CSX and k

CSZ be the x and z components of the 

cutting surface from (7), and 

CS 1
k k

kdX dl e
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The equation of the maximum curvature of the inside cutting 

surface profile is represented as; 

 max

ac w

2

2

i

R P
 

 

          

(10) 

max

ac w

2

2

o

R P
 

 

        

(11) 

Using the expression (8)-(11), geometric characteristics of 

the cutting surfaces can be calculated at the mean point “M” 

using the cutting surface parameters “ kl ”and “ k ”. 

IV. DETERMINATION OF CUTTER GEOMETRY 

For the face-milling of hypoid gears with high geometrical 

accuracy, low cutting forces and long cutter life, it is essential 

to determine the parameters of cutter system accurately. 

Among the cutter parameters, the blade parameters, such as the 

hook and rake angles, tooth cutting edge, top edge and 

clearance relief angles, directly affect the machining 

performance, for example, the cutting force, the cutting 

temperature, the blades wear and the cutter system life.  This 

topic is out of the scope of this work.  In this work, we mainly 

focus on how to determine the tooth cutting edge pressure 

angle and the average cutter radius for the gear cutter systems, 

to machine the accurate tooth geometry of the hypoid gear. For 

this purpose, the given parameters of hypoid gear are 

discussed in section II, where, the gear tooth geometry (mainly 

the flank angle) is specified on the mean point “M”. The blade 

and cutter geometry along with the characteristics of the 

cutting surfaces (profile tangent angle and maximum 

curvature) are discussed in section III. In this section, the 

cutting surface characteristics are determined at the mean point 

of the cutting surface at which the gear tooth surface and the 

cutting surface at tangent to each other. 

The procedure of determining the average cutter radius and 

the pressure angle of the tooth cutting edge is as follows; 

1)  Based on the curvatures of the gear teeth at the points Mi 

and Mo, the radii at these can be computed as shown in the 

Fig. 10. The average cutter radius is taken as the average of 

these radii.   

max max

cos cos1

2

i o
c c

ac i o
R

 

 

 
    

 

        

(12) 

2)  The average cutter radius is compared to the standard cutter 

system radii, and the standard cutter radius closet to the 

average radius is taken as the average cutter radius. 

3)  Mathematical representation of inside and outside tooth 

cutting edges are determined using (1)-(7), with the 

predetermined rake, hook and relief angle provided by the 

manufacturer data, where the pressure angle of the tooth 

cutting edge is variable.  

4)  Representation of tooth cuttings edges are transformed to 

the cutter head coordinate system. Cutting surfaces and its 

characteristics are determined using (8)-(11). The cutting 

surface parameters at the points Mi and Mo on the teeth 

profile are calculated using; 

1
k

k Ml h e

        

(13) 

tan
k
2 k

k k k
3 4

e l

e e







        

(14) 

5)  An iterative process is run, to determine the pressure angle 

of the inside tooth cutting edge, which makes the inside 

tangent profile angle equals to the convex flank angle of the 

gear teeth. 

6)  The same iteration is applied for the determination of 

pressure angle of the outside tooth cutting edge. 

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

To validate this new approach, an example is provided in this 

research paper.  In this example, a gear’s parameters are 

specified and listed in Table 1.  A gear cutting system is 

determined and the parameters are listed in Table II.   

TABLE I 

PRE-SPECIFIED PARAMETERS OF THE HYPOID GEAR 

Gear parameters 
Convex  

tooth face 

Concave  

tooth face 

Gear flank angle (
i

g
 ,

o

g
 ) 2311  21 49  

Tooth curvature at mean points (
i

g
 ,

o

g
 ) 0.0067mm-1 0.0064mm-1 

Gear face angle (
o

 ) 81 6  

Gear root angle (
R

 ) 75 28  

Gear dedendum angle (
G

 ) 4 54  

Gear addendum at outside (
oG

a ) 1.700mm 

Gear dedendum at outside (
oG

b ) 13.100mm 

Face width ( F ) 43.000mm 

Clearance between gear and pinion ( c ) 1.680mm 

Root spiral angle (
r

 ) 32 30  

Height of the mean points (
M

h ) 7.184 mm 

 

 

TABLE II 

THE PARAMETERS OF THE GEAR CUTTING SYSTEM 

Gear cutting system parameters Inside blade Outside blade 

Average cutter radius (
ac

R , mm)
  152.4 

Hook angles ( i

h
 , o

h
 ) 
  12 0  12 0  

Rake angles ( i

r
 , o

r
 ) 
  14 0  14 0  

Length of cutting section (
i

l
c , o

l
c , mm)
  45.0 45.0 

Cutting surface flank angles ( i

c
 , o

c
  )
  2311 1   21 48 59   

Tooth cutting edge pressure angle (
i

tcp
 ,

o

tcp
  ) 2312 35   21 47 17   
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In face-milling simulation, a gear is virtually modeled with 

the cutting system, and its parameters are measured (see Fig. 

11).  It is clear that the measured parameters are close to the 

specified values within tolerance. 

 

 

Fig. 11 Virtually machined hypoid gear with the accurate cutter 

system 

 

 

Fig. 12 Gear blank parameters measured on a virtually machined 

hypoid gear using a CAD/CAM software 
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